Mushroom Fairy
Materials:
Muslin
Poly-fil
Acrylic paints
Paint brushes
Sharpie(ultra fine)
Pencil
Instructions:
1. Cut out the pattern for the mushroom fairy.

This tutorial & pattern are
for personal use only.

2.Fold the muslin in half, so that you have a double thickness, then pin your
pattern pieces to the muslin. Cut out your pieces. You will have two of
each piece when you are done.
3. Sew the two mushroom body pieces, leaving the bottom open. Clip your
curves then turn and stuff your mushroom. Sew the opening closed.
4. Sew the mushroom fairy wings, leaving an opening for turning. Clip your
corners then turn the wings right side out. Press your wings flat with
an iron then sew the opening closed.
5. Now attach the wings to your mushroom fairy's back. Place the wings on
the back then hand-stitch a vertical line down the center of the wings
to attach them to the body.
6. After your doll is sewn and stuffed, it's time to paint it with a base coat. I
chose the tan of the face so I'd be able to see if I missed any spots.
Good thing, you have to go back to paint a few times as the fabric
will suck up the paint and you end up with light spots even though
you know you painted it.
7. After the base coat dries use a pencil to mark where you want the face,
top and bottom of the mushroom. Now paint the colors you want
your mushroom to be, like the red and the white.
8. To add spots to your mushroom you can use an unsharpened pencil end
dipped in paint to put the spots on. When your spots dry, finish off
your mushroom by outlining using a sharpie. Add your face, arms and
hands with the sharpie.
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